
INDIALANTIC VILLAS CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION, INC. 

 

Dear Owners,  

Your vote is needed.  The Board wants to present two changes that will help the community overall, 

one is updating the sidewalks, and the other is how we reserve funds for future expenses.  Please see 

the brief explanations below on the two items.   

We are seeking your vote.  To vote for these you will complete the enclosed limited proxy and return 

it to the management office via U.S. mail (using the enclosed return envelope) or you can hand 

deliver the proxy to the SCPM office or even easier, simply hand deliver it to a neighbor or board 

member who will be attending the meeting.  It is very important everyone responds as we need 75% 

of the owners to agree to these suggested changes.   

 

SIDEWALK VOTE 

Your board of directors has been diligently gathering bids for repairing our sidewalks.  Because the 

sidewalks have so much damage, they must be completely replaced, either with similar poured 

concrete or with pavers.     

The board recommends replacing the concrete with pavers, which cost less than concrete, are very 

durable, and will greatly enhance the curb appeal of our community.  (Estimated cost for pavers using 

Alliance Pavers is $28,000.)      

We invite you to visit our website at https://indialanticvillas.com/sidewalks to view a photo of the 

pavers we have selected as well as details of the bids for both concrete and pavers. 

We must receive 75% owner approval in favor of pavers to go forward with this material alteration of 

the property.    If you do not return your vote, you are voting by default to replace the sidewalks with 

plain, poured concrete that will continue to crack with the shifting ground beach side communities 

experience, at a greater cost of $33,600. 

Please Note: we will not need a special assessment with either option; existing operating funds will 

be used.  

 

POOLED RESERVES VOTE 

Florida law allows for two types of reserve funding, a "component" method or a “pooled” method. 

Our Association currently uses the outdated "component" method, which requires us to maintain a 

separate account for each reserve asset.  Our asset items include: Roof Replacement; Pavement 

Resurfacing/Sealing; Building Painting; Pool Equipment & Resurfacing.  Each component reserve 

https://indialanticvillas.com/sidewalks


account must be fully funded each year based on a reserve study done at budget time.  Funds that 

are set aside in each component reserve account can only be used for that specific reserve asset. 

The disadvantage to this method is if a component account for a specific reserve asset is underfunded 

and that asset needs to be replaced immediately, the Association must either (1) delay the 

maintenance of that reserve item until that component account is fully funded (which may not be 

practical); (2) levy a special assessment on the members to cover the deficiency in that component 

account; or (3) hold a vote to move funds from another component account to the underfunded 

account.    

Switching to the preferred "pooled" method gives the Association one single reserve account (as 

opposed to several separate component accounts) to pay for all of the Association’s reserve assets.  

The pooled account gives the board the flexibility to cover expenses for any of the reserve assets at 

any time without member approval, allowing projects to be completed in order of need at the time 

the need arises.  (Member approval is still required to use the pooled funds to pay for any item not 

included within the reserve asset list.)    

For example, our current reserves for painting show a shortfall of -$4592.   Without pooled reserves, 

we are forced to pull those funds out of our operating account this month, tying up those funds for a 

project that will not need to be completed for another 8 to 9 years.    With pooled reserves, we would 

simply have shown total reserves of $97,834 which we can apply to the reserve asset that next needs 

our attention, such as replacing aging pool equipment and pool resurfacing within the next 1-2 years.       

The board urges you to vote in favor of Pooled Reserves to help eliminate wasted time and expense 

to the Association and to give Boards greater flexibility to handle community repairs in a timely 

manner. 

 

Thank you,  

The Board of Directors and Management Team 

 


